
Ken MacQuarrie 

Director of Nations and Regions 

BBC 

7 May 2019 

Dear Ken, 

I am copying to you the exchange of letters between myself and Rhodri 

Talfan Davies regarding the BBC’s proposal to request that Ofcom remove 

the requirement for 100% speech content for radio stations between 07.30 

and 08.30 on weekdays. 

The Culture, Welsh Language and Communications Committee have 

discussed this proposal and are agreed that any change to the requirement 

for 100% speech content in this early morning slot would be a step 

backwards. Listeners in Wales tune into BBC Radio broadcasts in greater 

numbers than in any other UK nation.  They should expect to hear a 

discussion of the political and current events which shape their lives. 

Although the response from Mr Davies said ‘it is about devolving these 

decisions to editorial leaders who are best placed to judge what is most 

appropriate in their own parts of the UK’ and ‘there is no plan for BBC Radio 

Wales or BBC Radio Cymru to change their current news focus in peak’, this 

is not reassuring. Once the requirement for 100% speech content is removed 

for this slot it will result in a loss of a protected time in radio broadcasting 

dedicated to information and discussion rather than entertainment. 

I have also written to the Welsh Government in similar terms with our 

concerns. I feel strongly that any reduction of speech content in this slot 

would deprive the people of Wales of an important means of understanding 

the decisions which have the most impact on their lives. On that basis, I am 

asking that BBC Cymru Wales is not part of any future request to Ofcom to 

vary the requirement for speech content. 

http://senedd.assembly.wales/documents/s87289/Paper%205.pdf


Please can you let me know what work was carried out in advance of you 

endorsing this proposal?  What assessment was made of the impact of this 

proposal on the provision of news content for the nations and regions? Was 

this proposal consulted on?  In particular, please can you give us your 

assessment of the need for and potential consequences of removing the 

requirement for 100% speech content in this broadcasting slot?  

Please can you reply by 31 May so that I can update our stakeholders on this 

issue?

Yours sincerely, 

Bethan Sayed 

Chair of the Committee 
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